Modesty and Protective Clothing
Standard Coveralls

- **Certified Soluble™**
- Durable and Strong
- Soft, Comfortable and Breathable
- Inherently anti-static
- Large plastic pull tab zipper
- Fold-down collar
- Upper body, T-top design for strength and ease of movement

#CS1302 (Single Sleeve Design)

- Dosimeter strap
- Breast pocket
- Elastic trimmed ankle
- Straight cut wrist

Color: White
Per case: 25 each
Case weight: 12 - 19 lbs.

Sizes: Medium — 4X-Large

#CS1304 (Double Sleeve Design)

- Dosimeter strap
- Breast pocket
- Elastic trimmed ankle
- Elastic outer sleeve over straight cut inner sleeve
- Hook & loop closure on the pocket

Color: White
Per case: 25 each
Case weight: 12 - 19 lbs.

Sizes: Medium — 5X-Large
Deluxe Coveralls
(Splash Resistant)

#CS3313
• Certified Soluble™
• Durable and Strong
• Color-coded plastic pull tab zipper
• Dosimeter strap
• Breast pocket
• Hook & loop closure on the pocket
• Elastic trimmed ankle
• Elastic outer sleeve over straight cut inner sleeve
• Reinforced Knees

Color: White
Per case: 25 each
Case weight: 12 - 19 lbs.
Sizes: Medium — 5X-Large

OREX ™ Bootliners

• Certified Soluble™
• Made of OREX™ nonwoven spunlace
• Inherently anti-static
• 18” High; elastic top
• Designed to wear as inside boot liner
• One-size fits all
• “Deluxe” Bootliner is splash resistant

Per case: 100 pair
Case weight: 12 lbs

#CS1601 “Standard” Bootliner

#CS3316 “Deluxe” Bootliner  (Splash Resistant)
Multi-Dosimetry Coverall

#CS1320
- 11 dosimetry pockets with hook & loop closures
- Certified Soluble™
- Durable and strong
- Soft, comfortable and breathable
- Large plastic pull tab zipper
- Fold-down collar
- Double sleeve design
- Elastic trimmed ankle

Sizes: M—3XL
Color: White
Per case: 30 each
Case weight: 20 lbs.

Sheik’s Hood w/ Pocket

#CS1510P
- Certified Soluble™
- For use as a dosimetry cap
- Pocket on top
- Ties in back of head

Per case: 300 each
Case weight: 10 lbs.
OREX™ HEADWEAR

- **Standard Hood**
  - Certified Soluble™
  - Hook & loop closure
  - Extends to shoulders
  #CS1503—Standard
  #CS3355—Deluxe “Splash Resistant

Per case: 100 each
Case weight: 8 lbs.

- **“RP” Hood (#CS1503RP)**
  - Certified Soluble™
  - Hook & loop closure
  - “RP” print, front and back

Per case: 100 each
Case weight: 8 lbs.

- **Skull Cap (#CS1511)**
  - Certified Soluble™
  - Ties in back of head

Per case: 200 each
Case weight: 5 lbs.

- **Sheik’s Hood (#CS1510)**
  - Certified Soluble™
  - Ties in back of head
  - Shoulder length in back

Per case: 300 each
Case weight: 10 lbs.

- **Hard Hat Cover (#CS1801)**
  - Certified Soluble™
  - Elastic Fit

Per case: 200 each
Case weight: 8 lbs.
Folded Wipes
#CS1102
- Apertured OREX™ Fabric
- 24” x 24”, Single-use
- 65 gsm, white, untreated
- Low Linting, Low Halides

Per case: 200 each
Case weight: 12 lbs.

Perforated Wipes
#CS1115
- Apertured OREX™ spunlace
- Same as standard wipe only in perforated roll form; 9” x 15” wipe size
- Tear-away inner core
- Low halides

Per case: 2 rolls, 48 oz. /roll

Dispenser Pail with Lid
#OXLP1115
- For use with Perforated Roll Wipes
- Reusable
- Use wet or dry

Per case: 5 sets
Case weight: 11 lbs.
Lab Coats

#CS2000
- Certified Soluble™
- Made from the same proven OREX spunlace fabric used in OREX coveralls
- Hook & loop closures

Color: White
Per case: 30 each
Case weight: 11 lbs.
Sizes: Medium — 3X-Large

Ice Vest
#CS1900
- Certified Soluble™
- Lightweight, high strength
- Uses same standard ice packs as conventional ice vests.
- 6 pockets (inner dimension 6.5” x 16”) with hook and loop closures.
- One size fits all
- Designed to wear under OREX coveralls
Per case: 30 each
Case weight: 12 lbs.

Utility Apron (#CS2300)
- Certified Soluble™
- One size fits all
- 2-pocket design
- 9” x 8.5” pocket dimension
Per case: 200 each
Case weight: 10 lbs.

Tote Bags
Plain (#CS2500) and Rad Material Bag (#CS2500RM)
- Certified Soluble™
- Strong and sturdy construction
- 12” X 18.5” in size
- Holds 50 lbs.
Per Case: 80 each
OREX™ SCRUBS

- Certified Soluble™
- Standard “scrub” pattern
- Opaque Teal fabric for “modesty”
- Drawstring Waist
- V-Neck

Color: Teal
Per case:  50 each
Case weight:  10 - 17 lbs.

Sizes: Small — 4X-Large

#CS2100 (Top-Short Sleeve)
- Chest Pocket

#CS2101 (Top-Long Sleeve)
- Chest Pocket

#CS2200 (Short Pant)
- Drawstring Waist

#CS2201 (Long Pant)
- Drawstring Waist
- Hip Pocket
Personal Decon Kit (Pre and Post Decon Kit)

#PDK400

- Great for Emergency Stockpiles and Decon Stations
- Each Packaged Kit contains:
  - ID Wristband
  - White Robe/Labcoat
  - Red Plastic Bag
  - Scrub Shirt and Pant Set
  - Slippers
  - Decon Shower Towel
  - Clear Plastic Bag

Adult Sizes: Small—3XLarge
Kid’s Sizes: Small and Medium
Fabric Sheeting
#CS1702
- Certified Soluble™ laydown or containment sheeting
- Absorbent, lightweight and strong
- Low linting
- Flame and UV resistant. Passes NFPA 702-80, Rated Class 1: Normal Flammability

Package: 1 Roll
Length: 200 Linear yd. x 60”
Net weight: 47 lbs

Waste Bags
#CS1403—Radwaste Bag
#CS1425—Plain Bag
- Certified Soluble™
- Compatible with OREX processor
- Clear Bag printed with “Caution Radioactive Material” & Trefoils (CS1403) or “OREX” (CS1425)
- Large, 39” x 44”

Per case: 50 each Case weight: 18.6 lbs

Wire Tie Bag
#CS1420
- Certified Soluble™
- Clear bag with “OREX” print
- 4.5”w x 9”h; wire-tie closure
- 100% OREX film
- Compatible with MGP Products (WRM 2—PAM TRX)

Per case: 500 each Case weight: 7 lbs.
Standard Mop
#CS1201
- Certified Soluble™
- Super Absorbent; 36” long
- Strong

Per case: 24 each
Case weight: 17 lbs

Banded Mop
#CS1202
- Certified Soluble™
- 30% More bulk than Standard Mop
- 4” longer than Standard Mop

Per case: 24 each
Case weight: 19 lbs

Spill Sock
#CS2400
- Certified Soluble™
- Compatible with OREX processor
- Super Absorbent!!
- 3” x 44” in size

Per case: 30 each
Case weight: 31 lbs.